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Introduction: 

Confronting the Virtual 
Selling Imperative

Money is on the move. Large, established enterprises – the ones we refer to as 
“incumbents” – are seeking ways of going down market and expanding their 
sales coverage areas. Younger firms focused on high-growth – the ones we call 
“insurgents” – are looking to go up market. They want bigger, more strategic 
accounts – though they are wary of the expenses associated with traditional 
sales structures. 

Whether your firm is an incumbent, insurgent or somewhere in between, there’s 
likely a growing sense that the status quo is unsafe and unsustainable. After all, 
this is the era of perpetual “disruption.” Even the disrupters – the innovators 
who’ve changed the game in their respective markets – are vulnerable to 
disruption over time. That is to be expected as we experience “the acceleration 
of everything.” 

But what do these dynamics mean for sales strategists?

What’s clear is that business and sales leaders in all industries are intent on 
raising the returns on their sales investments. They’re actively scrutinizing sales 
revenue to sales expense ratios and, too often, they don’t like what they see. 
And even when sales expenses have been contained, there’s a recognition that 
the sophistication of their selling organizations – and revenue generation teams 
overall – must rise to new levels. 

This helps to explain why business and sales leaders are now confronting 
something we call the Virtual Selling Imperative. It’s a shift in selling strategy 
and practice that now requires a rethinking of mindset, skillset, and toolset. It’s 
about transcending geography and other boundaries to break through the Trust 
Barrier with your buyers. It’s about making the virtual truly personal.  

Whether remote, digital, social or some mix, virtual selling is an increasingly 
prevalent way of engaging prospects and customers. And it’s not confined to an 
inside sales organization. In fact, virtual selling is now infused into the work of 
high performing inside, outside, account, and channel partner sales teams. But 
practicing it in an exceptional way demands new thinking and new designs. 

So what explains this rise of the remote and decline of distance? What are the 
drivers of change? What’s behind this Virtual Selling Imperative?



Here are three driving forces that make virtual selling increasingly attractive 
and pervasive:

1) Buyers want it. When the stakes are high and deals are strategic, there are 
often many participants on a decision team. Bringing them all together for 
a face-to-face meeting is often extremely difficult, particularly if they are 
distributed geographically. When the stakes are lower and deals are more 
transactional, there is often little perceived value in a face-to-face meeting. 
Buyers simply find it more convenient and less taxing to conduct business 
in virtual space. Over the years, buyers have become progressively more 
comfortable with doing business at a distance. While deal sizes, support 
needs, and other factors may create demand for on-site attention in some 
cases, it’s clear that buyers must now weigh those factors against the 
costs of conventional meetings.

2) Sellers want it. Corporate leaders are taking a closer look at the overall 
cost of sales. With this in mind, they are seeking ways of reducing costs 
and increasing sales efficiencies. This motivation often encourages them to 
shift activity from a field sales organization to an inside sales organization. 
But it isn’t just about cutting costs. Companies are also seeking ways of 
increasing market coverage. They want to penetrate underserved markets; 
they also want to expand into existing accounts. Virtual and remote selling 
practices can facilitate these efforts. Finally, there’s an opportunity to 
experiment in new and unproven markets. Sales initiatives that otherwise 
would prove cost-prohibitive become possible through virtual selling.

3) Advances in technology, process, and professionalism support it. What’s 
also apparent is the ongoing advancements and improvements associated 
with selling, communication, and collaboration technology. Every year, 
networks become more capacious, computing power more massive, and 
software more intelligent and supportive. Remote communication, as a 
result, becomes increasingly rich and vivid. We can exchange volumes of 
information and levels of insight through screen-to-screen interactions that 
we might struggle to convey in person. But it’s not just technology that 
enables these powerful interactions. Companies have made enormous 
strides in terms of supporting and enabling their sales professionals, 
providing ongoing coaching and data-driven feedback. When sales people 
spend a great deal of time plugged into a matrix of pulsing information 
flows, they tend to learn and progress at a far faster rate than sales 
people who operate in greater isolation – perpetually disoriented and 
disrupted by travel.



With all of these forces at work, the case for virtual selling becomes 
increasingly powerful. 

That said, it’s worth recognizing that no one is arguing explicitly or on principle 
against virtual or remote selling. Indeed, some sales leaders and professionals 
might suggest there’s nothing new here. After all, most field salespeople 
already spend a great deal of time on the phone and engaged in various digital 
interactions. Why shake things up or suggest that a good shaking is needed? 

It’s important to recognize at this point that this is largely an argument of 
degree, commitment, and investment. But differences of degree, as we see it, 
are now critical to success. 

In this executive briefing book, we offer actionable strategies that are delivering 
clear and visible results. Among them: 

• Strategy #1: Front Office Fusion. By unifying and aligning the front office 
(sales, marketing, professional services, and customer care/success), 
companies are spanning silos that might have otherwise led to bad handoffs 
and poor service. Instead, professionals in these various roles are actively 
collaborating to deliver an exceptional customer experience every time.  

• Strategy #2: The Inside Upside. By raising the ceilings and lowering the walls 
that have previously confined inside sales teams, firms have liberated them 
to expand their territories and coverage areas. They’ve raised quota sizes 
and average deal sizes – bringing new levels of respect, enthusiasm, and 
opportunity to professionals in these roles.  

• Strategy #3: The Outside Upside. By encouraging field or outside reps to 
take on increasingly strategic deals and accounts, companies are enabling 
reps to become true consultants and trusted experts. They narrow their 
funnels, going deeper with fewer accounts while delegating transactional 
sales work to the inside sales team.  



• Strategy #4: The Inside-Outside Alliance. By facilitating and encouraging 
collaboration between inside and outside sales teams, firms are expanding 
their market coverage and coordination while bringing new levels of 
professionalism to their existing and prospective customers.  

• Strategy #5: Networked Specialization. As buyers seek more guidance 
and support in promising markets, firms are leveraging the expertise of 
specialists to address their needs. With an average of roughly five team 
members associated with every buying decision, the rapid and parallel 
deployment of specialists – in a highly virtual and distributed environment 
– meets the needs of decision stakeholders. Trusted experts can open up 
executive doors that otherwise might remain closed and solve complex 
problems that would otherwise go unsolved. 

In this emerging era of virtual selling, you can pursue strategies that previously 
would have been cost prohibitive. You can open up markets that would have 
proved elusive. You can run experiments that would have been too expensive 
or difficult to run. You can engage buyers in compelling new ways, bringing 
guidance that moves them to act – and leads them to success.   

In Next Era Selling, we draw on the experiences of recognized firms such as 
IBM, EMC, Oracle, ADP, SAP, and Salesforce.com, as well as high-flyers such as 
Curvature, HubSpot, ServiceNow, ZipRecruiter, TriNet, and Act-On Software to 
illustrate our key themes and arguments.     

To enter the vanguard of next era performers, you’ll need to clarify how to 
invest your limited sales resources for maximum returns. You’ll need to know 
why it matters to move from costly and conventional strategies to virtual selling 
strategies that make you unstoppable. 



Strategy #2: The Inside Upside
“I am surrounded by a bunch of people trying to figure out how to make inside 
sales acceptable or meaningful within their companies. They’re clinging… like 
a barnacle clinging to a rock. And this inferiority complex around the whole 
thing is bizarre. This is the engine of growth; it’s not something to downplay 
or soft pedal.” 

That’s how one frustrated executive described his experience at an exclusive 
meeting with other executive leaders in the inside sales profession.  The 
implication is that the inside sales profession has a self-confidence problem. And 
it’s an issue that’s rooted in the past, yet alive and observable in the present 
culture of many companies, particularly larger, more established ones. 

There’s been a stigma associated with the “telemarketers in the cubicles” — or, 
at least, there’s a stigma in the eyes of some sales leaders. Unfortunately, the 
leaders in the inside sales organization have, too often, bought into this mindset. 
Some compliantly act as the betas in a box as the alpha dogs roam freely and 
hungrily in the field.   

But something is changing and has been for quite a few years. Indeed, 
the gravity of value creation in the selling profession is progressively and 
relentlessly shifting. Established enterprises in a growing number of industries 
are recognizing the true power of the inside sales organization – power that 
exceeds its reputation as a source of support for the field or even as a low-cost, 
distribution channel. 

Inside sales is increasingly seen as a driver of profitable growth — a 
force uniquely suited to new market exploration and sometimes, deep 
account penetration.

Moreover, the inside sales organization is being recognized as a proving ground 
for future talent. It’s a means of accelerating skill development and performance 
attainment. For some, it’s a great place to start a career. For others, it’s also a 
great place to work as one advances deep into a career. This pattern may prove 
to be even more consequential going into the future.

In fact, venture-backed start-ups now recognize inside sales as the core model 
for selling. Venture capitalists support it and even demand it. “This model is 
a competitive differentiator that will give companies a two-year lead in terms 
of their growth rate versus the old sales model,” says Lars Leckie, a managing 
partner with Hummer Winblad. “Innovation isn’t just for products; companies 
need innovation in sales too.” 



Guess who else is starting to demand it? That’s right, buyers. 

They are embracing new options and offers that can only be made profitably 
through inside sales (or virtual selling) arrangements. The ongoing movement 
from high capital expenditures (capex) to offerings procured as operating 
expenses (opex) is further fueling this dramatic shift. 

Buyers are simply becoming more comfortable with buying through virtual 
channels. Perhaps this pattern can be traced back to Amazon.com and pioneers 
in e-commerce. But it’s clear that buyers are increasingly contented making large 
purchases without face-to-face meetings. 

Consequently, the case for active inside sales investment has never 
been stronger.

What’s Behind the Inside Sales Explosion?

Consider some of the indicators of growth and progress in today’s inside 
sales movement. 

Clearly, the inside sales profession is on a fast-track. The field of inside sales 
is now growing at 5% annually in the U.S., according to the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics and Inside Sales.com. In fact, the number of inside sales reps rose 
to 2.5 million in 2015. That’s three times faster than the growth of the field 
sales profession (which now has an estimated 8 million members).



Research from the American Association of Inside Sales Professionals (AA-ISP) 
suggests that employers are now struggling to find people to fill inside sales 
roles.  At the same time, the professionalism of inside sales is rising to new 
levels. Not only are professional training and certification programs available 
from organizations like the AA-ISP, companies like Oracle, SAP, and Salesforce.
com have built their own sales academies. Individuals in these roles are now 
getting more training, coaching, and personal development on the job than ever. 
They are getting fast feedback and thoughtful performance reviews. 

What’s more, compensation levels are rising in the field as responsibility 
increases. New career opportunities are opening up. Young people, in particular, 
are finding opportunities to learn and develop their skill-sets in ways that 
position them strongly for successful careers. 

But it isn’t just recent college grads that are benefiting from this pattern. 
It’s benefiting professionals of all educational backgrounds and all ages and 
ethnicities. It’s become a training ground for a diverse and dynamic workforce. 
All that matters is that you perform. 

Shackled to the Status Quo
Despite the impressive returns many companies are realizing through their 
inside sales investments, many others have resisted the trend. So what’s holding 
them back? While some patterns play out across the board, resistance tends to 
be different in different types of organizations. 

Established companies often struggle to capitalize on inside sales, which may 
suggest that old school thinking is still dominant. “[M]any sales leaders have 
a personal bias toward deploying outside salespeople over inside sales,” 
writes Steve W. Martin, a sales specialist associated with the USC Marshall 
School of Business. “In some cases, this inclination was based on their own 
experience from many years ago when they were in field sales.”

After all, senior sales executives in these companies have been successful 
pursuing certain game plans. They’ve met quotas and built their books of 
business through conventional field selling activities. If inside sales exists at all in 
these firms, it may merely play a minor or supporting role. The field sales people 
are recognized as the real stars. 

As a result, sales leaders may not even be familiar with the possibilities 
associated with inside sales as a growth engine. They intuitively resist any efforts 
to expand its dominion. And since formerly field sales people often rise to top 
positions in sales organizations, they often don’t respect inside sales directors 
and managers the way they do their field-based lieutenants. 



Unsurprisingly, resources, compensation structures and territorial arrangements 
play to the favor of the field organization. The inside sales group is confined 
and contained.

Just look at the structure of many established organizations. Inside sales 
managers report to leaders who either run the field or have a strong bias toward 
the field sales organization as the key revenue driver. It’s how they always 
operated. And why take risks on something new and unfamiliar? It could hurt 
the firm’s stock price — or negatively affect commissions and bonuses. Those, 
anyway,  are the types of concerns that impede change. 

Unfortunately, inside sales weaknesses can be a self-fulfilling prophecy. In the 
absence of respect, influence and investment, inside sales leaders are unable to 
build successful organizations or attract talented people. They are simply boxed 
in, shackled to the status quo. 

Walls and Ceilings
There’s a phenomenon we refer to as “walls and ceilings.” 

Start with the ceilings. While many inside sales organizations don’t even have 
quota-carrying roles, quota carriers in other inside organizations experience 
concrete ceilings on compensation, deal size, and territorial reach. 

Most companies seem to put hard and fast ceilings on deal sizes. In other words, 
when a deal reaches a certain size — say, $25,000 (or $100,000 in an established 
tech organization) — it will be taken away from the inside person and given to 
the field person. 

Does this make sense? While sales forces need to be structured and segmented, 
existing ceilings often put convention and territoriality over talent and profit 
maximization. In many cases, these policies lead to deal sizes hovering just 
below the threshold because no one has an incentive to push them over. 

The walls are the barriers organizations put on human interaction with clients 
and prospects. They make assumptions about what types of communication 
are appropriate for an inside team. While they might let inside teams set 
appointments or handle high-volume outbound calling, they may not be allowed 
to give sales presentations or close deals. An occasional business trip or client 
meeting in the field — which some have referred to as being part of a “hybrid,” 
inside/field sales role — may be out of the question; that kind of activity might 
be strictly reserved for a field sales team.  



Such constraints, naturally, contribute to the perception of low status that 
often attends to inside sales. It puts severe constraints on career growth and 
trajectories. Of course, when inside sales roles are perceived as low status, 
teams are prone to perform as expected. No great gains will be made and no 
breakthroughs will be witnessed. It’s a huge missed opportunity – one that can 
harm both the seller and the buyer. 

But these are just some of the constraints imposed in large organizations. 
Consider the limitations that often hinder the growth of start-ups. While many 
young ventures are now actively embracing the inside sales model and are 
turning it into a powerful growth driver, others lack a sense of rigor, process, and 
discipline with respect to the model.

Or maybe they aren’t particularly interested in sales at all. In many venture-
backed companies, the founders and executive leaders are technologists or 
engineers. They have no natural understanding of or attraction to the field of 
sales. If they could generate revenue some other way, they might abolish the 
function altogether.

This natural antipathy to the sales profession has created opportunities for 
marketing gurus to make questionable claims. These consultants suggest 
initiatives like search engine marketing, social media marketing, and content 
marketing make the sales organization practically irrelevant. They contend that 
buyers can buy on their own and sellers should play a mere perfunctory role as 
“order takers” – assuming they are needed at all. 



While certain business models may lend themselves to such strategies, this is 
a fanciful view for any company selling a high-value, high impact solution. Even 
if your initial offers are low-cost (or even “freemium”) in nature, it’s eventually 
necessary to sell in a more skilled and personal way. Unless you’re selling highly 
transactional products that buyers can fully evaluate and purchase on their 
own, you’ll need consultative salespeople to grow accounts and expand once 
you’ve landed. 

That isn’t to suggest you will necessarily need an expensive field sales 
organization. Salesforce.com, for instance, initially grew on the back of an 
inside sales model. It was only later – when the company decided penetrating 
larger enterprises was critical to its growth – that investments in the field sales 
organization became more critical. 

The bottom line is that young ventures can severely undermine their own 
growth potential and market valuations by pretending sales is an unnecessary 
expense and that buyers can simply buy on their own.

Who Will Get Left Behind?
So what are the implications and consequences of standing still?

Both incumbents and insurgents are at risk when they fail to properly invest in 
and recognize the full value of an inside sales organization. They will tend to 
have unmotivated and unenthusiastic employees operating in old-school contact 
centers. They will experience high turnover and long ramp times. 

Established incumbents are particularly vulnerable to disappointing sales 
performance due to an overreliance on an expensive field organization. Worse, 
sometimes underperformance remains hidden due to faulty measures and 
assumptions.  In fact, some sales organizations simply chase top line revenue. In 
many cases, the profitability or lack thereof associated with field sales efforts is 
not fully recognized, assessed or examined. 

Such companies become vulnerable to disruptors or rivals that bring different 
selling models to market and, as a result, can offer comparable products and 
services faster, more predictably, and at reduced rates. They also become 
vulnerable to rivals that are simply more profitable at offering comparable offers 
because they are relying on inside sales channels that perform more profitably 
and with higher velocity. 

Further, they are vulnerable to the changing demands and expectations of 
prospective customers. As buyers realize they can get faster answers and better 
deals, without the typical hassles and frictions associated with field sales, they 
are prone to switch suppliers. 



Finally, they are vulnerable to opportunity costs. Consider the untapped 
markets and underserved customers that field-heavy sales forces cannot reach. 
They may be unable to target “micro-markets” because they lack the agility 
to do so. They are mired in physical geography at a time when location  is of 
diminishing importance. 

Without aggressive investments in inside sales, established companies are 
simply unable to seize new and emerging markets. They are unable to run trials 
and tests — exploring new messages, new offers, and new target profiles to 
identify and surface new market opportunities. They are exposed to rivals who 
run faster and think smarter.

At the same time, startups and other insurgents run the risk of mishandling 
the Inside Upside if they improperly cultivate, support, and coach their people. 
There are many challenges to address in the rollout and development of an 
effective inside sales organization. You need the right leaders, systems, and 
procedures in place to consistently produce results.  

Alternatively, they may fail to grasp the markets available to them when 
they don’t deploy actual humans in the sales process. They run the risk 
of being eclipsed by other fast movers with a more expansive view of 
market opportunities. 

Recognize that people still buy from people when the stakes are high. While 
it’s fine for buyers to buy certain items online and on their own, they want to 
know that people are involved when making investments that have important 
implications and consequences. They want to know someone is considering the 
unique, personal, often idiosyncratic, nature of their particular situations. It’s 
just not clear that you have to meet with these people in person. In a growing 
number of situations, you don’t.

The Impact of Inside Sales
Seizing the moment, companies of all sizes and in all industries are now 
aggressively investing in inside sales endeavors. There’s clearly a spectrum 
in terms of how central these inside sales organizations are to their growth 
strategies. Nevertheless, money is on the move. And it’s flowing in this direction. 

Some established companies have made significant investments. Leading 
companies – like Oracle, SAP, ADP, and Thomson Reuters – have been quite vocal 
about their own investments and activities in the inside sales realm. IBM opened 
a new state-of-the-art digital sales center in Ireland in the fall of 2014 and in 
Cairo in early 2015.  



As Judy Buchholz, general manager of IBM Digital Sales, explains, “Today’s 
buyers land on our site and want to talk to someone through chat or video. 
These buyers are forcing a shift in the sales model to reps not bound by territory 
but rather defined by their ability to engage on a certain subject or topic.”

 “Inside sales is suited for the type of quick and convenient engagement today’s 
service oriented buyers expect,” she adds. “It’s a matter of equipping sellers to 
effectively use digital and social tools and techniques. Our reps can engage with 
prospects on chat or video, work with them to download the software or start a 
small cloud pilot, and then stay with them to see how they use the software.”

Research from USC’s Martin suggests that companies in high technology and 
business services have been particularly quick to adopt the inside sales strategy. 
Asked to rank the most influential factors behind their investments, they 
pointed to:

• Increasing pressure on business performance and profitability (60%)

• Technology advancements (54%)

• Buyers more readily accept the remote selling process (47%)

Interestingly, 84% of respondents stated that inside sales models allow them to 
onboard new salespeople and share best practices more easily, while 79% stated 
that the model would enable their sales organizations to scale faster.

“Today, there is a changing perception among sales leaders about the strategic 
role inside sales performs,” contends Martin. “This change is due to the benefits 
that sales leaders believe the inside model provides in terms of scaling activity, 
growing the organization, and attacking specific markets.”

The pattern that seems increasingly visible is a shift toward greater opportunity, 
autonomy and territorial reach associated with inside sales organizations. 
Ceilings are rising and walls that once seemed impenetrable have been 
breached. Boundaries are blurring. 



In other words, companies are raising thresholds at which inside sales groups 
can sell. The deal sizes are getting progressively larger among quota-carrying, 
inside sales reps. Opportunities to travel outside of a corporate or centralized 
office location and meet with clients have also opened up.  In some cases, the 
distinctions between inside and outside are eroding or disappearing. In some 
companies, there may be no ceilings on deal size – and no restrictions on travel.  

Companies are also relying on their inside sales organizations to test out and 
open new market coverage areas. Areas that may have been unaddressed or 
underserved in the past are now prime targets for an inside sales organization. 

This enables companies to be more agile in their market validation and even 
go-to-market efforts. They can run experiments and explore new market 
opportunities. It offers them the ability to experiment not only in new markets, 
but to adapt quickly when they discover their hypotheses are incorrect or their 
go-to-market plans need refinement. 

As Joe Bush, vice president of sales for TriNet, explains, “Inside sales is an 
optimal avenue for testing geographies, verticals and new go-to-market 
strategies. You want to  successfully penetrate new or even under-performing 
markets. Inside sales allows you to do sample testing in multiple markets with 
little investment and in much less time. What would take you two years or more 
to figure out in a direct, field sales model, you can figure out in three to six 
months due to versatility and how you can analyze your market sample size.”



With this approach, companies can explore “white spaces” and new territorial 
arrangements in an effort to drive growth and escape the margin pressures of 
today’s intensely competitive markets. They can even grow globally in a more 
aggressive fashion and target emerging markets where demand and economic 
growth potential is higher. 

Such initiatives simply aren’t as easy to take on if your sales force is 
geographically bound and culturally oriented toward face-to-face, in 
person meetings.

How Inside Sales Addresses a Weakness in 
Outside Sales

At the same time, the inside sales model addresses a demand that’s long gone 
unmet in the sales profession. While sales people are often portrayed as “lone 
wolves” that like to run their own territories, the reality is more complex. As 
humans, we all want to be part of a team. We want to share our challenges and 
successes with our peers. We want to learn from and even teach them. We want 
coaches and managers who will actively support our development. We want a 
strong sense that our careers are on solid and successful trajectories.

Field sales organizations, however, are struggling to meet these needs. They’ve 
become increasingly decentralized over time. Field sales people are less and less 
likely to work out of regional or local offices. In fact, they are ever more likely to 
work from home, in airports and out of hotel rooms. They simply don’t have the 
water cooler opportunities they once had. 

But inside sales is different. Generally speaking, inside sales involves a great 
deal of personal and team-oriented support. Because professionals in these 
organizations are typically co-located, ideas are actively shared and the 
energy level can be quite high. The sense of being part of a team is often real 
and palpable. 

Many inside sales organizations have their own cultures that are unique 
and separate from the rest of the sales organization or company as a whole.  
But their elevated level of excitement and team spirit can drive a positive 
culture shift across the entire organization. Organizations undergoing “sales 
transformation” or “culture shift” initiatives, are therefore funding new or 
expanded inside sales initiatives. Some are even shifting headcount from 
traditional sales roles to newly created roles with skills requirements associated 
with the best inside sellers. 

Co-location offers an opportunity to accelerate and enhance skill development 
that’s more difficult to accomplish with people in the field. When young 



professionals join an effective inside sales organization early in their careers, 
they develop habits and patterns that will serve them in future roles – 
whether those roles are in the field or in management or somewhere else in 
the organization. 

They become effective time managers, process and tool users. They learn how to 
manage and capitalize on rapid information flows. They have time and stability 
in their day-to-day cadence that helps them learn and develop. By contrast, field 
sales people often have lives that are constantly interrupted by travel and transit 
demands. They are far less likely to get coaching, support and skill enablement 
on a day-to-day basis. Generally speaking, they are far more isolated and alone 
than their peers in inside sales organizations. 

Repeatable, Predictable, Scalable
Consider the new “venture-driven” approach to selling. As mentioned, venture 
capitalists now expect their portfolio companies to embrace the inside sales 
model. Executive leaders that value professional selling embrace the opportunity 
to engage prospects in a cost-effective way.  

“The four founders of our company consist of a product expert, a design expert, 
and two engineers,” says  Kevin Gaither, vice president of sales for ZipRecruiter. 
“They had no concept of sales organizations or sales models but instead focused 
on building a lean organization. Inside sales fit within that model because it 
lends itself to a repeatable and predictable process. While a significant amount 
of our revenue comes from online channels, the investment in our inside 
sales reps typically pays off in 2-3 months. You can’t say the same of outside 
sales reps.” 

As investor and consultant David Skok argues, inside sales is an order of 
magnitude less expensive to operate than field sales. While that may change 
in the years ahead (as field sellers adopt virtual selling techniques more 
aggressively), there is no question that the cost profile associated with inside 
sales is far lower than the cost profile associated with conventional field 
sales efforts. 



Companies that have fully embraced the inside sales model have experienced 
rapid  and predictable growth. They have a revenue engine that’s clear, 
manageable, and scalable. Sales investments deliver visible and expected 
returns in a relatively brief time-frame. 

Other outcomes that are impressive include accelerated on-boarding and 
enhanced professionalism, rapid ramps and reduced turnover. You can actively 
validate products and go-to-market initiatives at a time in which product life 
cycles are accelerating. And, by eliminating barriers that now confine inside sales 
teams, you can penetrate accounts and markets more deeply. 

Whether you are targeting new verticals, geographies, or buyer challenges, you 
have the resources to grow in new ways and at new levels.

What to Expect as Inside Sales Expands

You should expect to see a continuing investment shift. The center of sales 
gravity is moving to inside sales in lots of ways.

Expect it in terms of organizational commitments. As research suggests, 
companies are now increasing their investments in inside sales relative to field 
sales. They are seeking the productivity and performance gains they see their 
peers and rivals experiencing all around. 

Expect it in hiring as sales forces are reoriented, restructured and redesigned. 
Companies are realizing that inside sales organizations can be talent factories. 
You can build a pipeline of talent for consistent performance over time.  

Finally, expect to see more efforts to calibrate role definitions, territories, 
and rules of engagement. While the ceilings are rising and walls are falling 
in terms of inside sales, there will be more efforts to assess and determine 
where inside sales professionals and resources can deliver the best returns. 
Increasingly, the performance of inside sales is now measured beyond cost. 
Companies are looking at it in terms of strategic impact, predictability, and 
overarching performance. 

As buyer demands and expectations change, you can engage them — virtually 
— in ways that once would have required lots of on-site, face-to-face interaction 
and lots of field sales support. 

So why invest in inside sales? It should be obvious by now. This is a strategy to 
increase growth and profitability. You can build a sales machine – one that you 
can actively monitor, manage and optimize. Your organization can learn more 
rapidly and act more decisively in its efforts to seize new market opportunities. 



While the leaders of inside sales organizations often lack recognition, it’s 
increasingly clear they shouldn’t. All trends point to the growing application 
of the inside sales model across the board. Observant sales strategists and 
executive leaders are recognizing this pattern.

But inside sales doesn’t operate in a vacuum. As we will discuss in the next 
chapter, the Virtual Selling Imperative represents new opportunities for field 
sales organizations as well. Not only will professionals in outside sales increase 
their productivity and concentrate on more strategic deals, they will benefit 
from an influx of new talent that has been guided and developed by inside sales 
leaders. 

Such patterns have important implications for sales strategy and sales forces 
as a whole.
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